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Product Qualification OverviewBy Christopher HendersonIn this section we will introduce the topic of product qualifica-tion and provide an overview. Product qualification is an integralpart of the component management process. It is widely perceivedas the activity by which one demonstrates a product is fit for a par-ticular application.Let’s assume that I come to you to purchase integrated circuitsfor an electronics application I am building. I want to make surethat your circuits will work in my application. The challenge is howto demonstrate that. You may provide me with data that indicatesin your mind that the product will work in my application, but Imay not be convinced. We need a framework upon which we canboth agree will demonstrate the “fitness” of your component. Thereare a number of issues associated with this task. They include newconfigurations and technologies, which introduce changes fromwhat was previously done. The complexity of the product can makeit challenging, because we may not be able to test or characterizethe components fully. The reliability margins of components areshrinking, so we may not simply be able to increase the margin ar-bitrarily to avoid problems. Many different customers with differ-ent applications may use the component, each with their ownneeds and objectives. The now-prevalent fabless/foundry modelcan make it difficult to obtain the necessary data. And finally, thereare new failure modes for which we do not have an understanding,or the models to make accurate predictions.
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Product qualification involves a number of requirements. These are typically a set of both electricaland mechanical stresses that are designed to ensure the product will meet all of its specifications underthe application use conditions for the desired life of the product. The qualification effort should deter-mine the field failure rates and lifetime expectancies for the component of interest. The results will beunique to the component. Product qualification also includes certification. The manufacturer is requiredto certify that the product will perform all of its functions as expected and meet its functionality and us-ability requirements. As the graphic on the right depicts, there are four areas that feed into this assess-ment: the top-level system behavior, analysis of the component behavior, its technology, and theapplication conditions. Furthermore, product qualification involves the intersection of functionality, relia-bility and manufacturability. A successful component should be able to meet all three at the target designpoint, like we show here.

Figure 1. Requirements associated with product qualification.There are many steps to a qualified product. We can consider two areas that affect the qualified prod-uct: the product qualification process and the quality system. Under product qualification, we can define atechnology reliability component, which tracks the goodness of the wafer fab process to create a workingproduct, a product reliability component, which includes specific items related to the product design andits package, functionality, or the ability of the component to work over a specified operating range, andmanufacturability, or the ability to create a high-yielding component that can be consistently produced.Under the quality system, we have the process for creating a qualified product, monitoring of the line forpotential problems, change management to control product revisions, and returns management, to cor-rect problems that might occur. These systems should lead to a quality product, if implemented and moni-tored correctly.
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Figure 2. The steps toward a qualified product.If we look at the qualification plan development in more detail, we see a number of inputs to theprocess. The first is customer inputs. Customers can work with their suppliers to help communicate appli-cation conditions, failure rate expectations and system level mechanisms to deal with failures. The secondis product design. There are issues associated with test caused by internal or 3rd party complexity, mar-gins for the component, as well as prior experiences with similar products. The third is cost. The tests re-quired for qualification can cost a significant amount of money. Failure analysis, and hardware fixturingalso costs money. Customers may not be willing to bear the cost for all of these activities. The fourth istechnology reliability. This includes studies on wearout mechanisms, and new failure modes. The fifth isthe package reliability. This includes issues like chip/package interactions and packaging reliability. Thesixth is schedule, which addresses issues like resources for qualification, turnaround times, and produc-tion schedules.Let’s take a brief look at the plan elements. We discuss the individual elements in more detail under thequalification standards elsewhere in this workspace. The first major group of elements is the acceleratedproduct stresses. These include tests like high temperature operating life, early life failure rate, step stress,or temperature cycling, non-volatile memory tests, if the product contains non-volatile memory, electro-static discharge testing, latch-up testing, soft error testing, and potentially other tests. The second majorelement of the plan would be the electrical characterization of the component. This is usually done insome detail to ensure proper operation. The third major element would be manufacturability. For a fablesscompany, the foundry might be required to demonstrate this. For an integrated device manufacturer, therewill need to be a process plan that involves die-specific failure mechanisms like dielectric breakdown, elec-tromigration, and other mechanisms. The fourth major element group would be customer functionality.These would be tests beyond standard electrical tests to ensure the component works for a specific appli-cation. It might involve a test using the customer’s software code, specific requirements like shock, an ex-tended temperature range, or any number of items.Today, there are two basic approaches to qualification. The first is to use an industry standard, where
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one proves that a defined failure rate can be met or exceeded. The advantage of this approach is that it is apass/fail method, where you either meet the requirements, or you don’t. It is cheaper, since fewer sam-ples are tested. There is also better agreement in the industry about the approach, since the process iscodified into the standard. And the lower accelerations tend to be more design friendly. The second ap-proach is what is called a knowledge-based approach. You project failure rates under various use condi-tions based on models of the failure mechanisms of interest. This is a flexible method for qualification andcan be quite useful for fabrication improvement cycles as well as design optimization. In a sense, the fail-ures are good because they teach us something about the way the device might fail in the field. This ap-proach can be more costly though, as larger samples are necessary. This approach can also lead toarguments, if there is not agreement about the models or how to apply them. Finally, this approach maynot be possible with all designs as the costs could outweigh the benefits.Let’s look into the knowledge-based qualification flow more closely for a minute. This chart helps to il-lustrate the stress flow associated with the qualification process. There is a data collection phase and adata analysis phase. In the data collection phase, engineers stress components with a stress to bring out afailure mechanism of interest. This will require a design of experiments if the failure mechanism is un-known, or a defined set of tests if the mechanism is understood. One gathers data with an appropriatetest structure or component and test system to allow projection to use conditions with a certain confi-dence level. On the data analysis side, the engineers determine the acceleration factors from the distribu-tions, and develop screens to reduce the problem, develop reliability, availability, and serviceability plansto mitigate potential problems, and perform failure analysis to provide feedback to the fab to improve themanufacturing process to mitigate the effects of the mechanism. These activities can be used to generate afailure rate for the customer. Finally, there should be a feedback cycle to gather field failure data, opera-tional reliability management data, and other elements to lower the rate if possible.

Figure 3. A basic knowledge-based qualification stress flow.
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A key component of the knowledge-based qualification approach is the failure model. This is normallyhandled as a two-phase approach. First, the engineers develop a rough model based on a test structure ortest chip. A test structure or test chip can help magnify the effects of the problem, or be designed to bemore sensitive to the problem. It can also be tested more easily. This provides a way to examine technol-ogy limitations, determine the product stress requirements to meet the objectives for the component, andestablish process failure pareto data for fabrication improvements. Second, the engineers develop a prod-uct model. This model might include parameters that help expose design-related weaknesses that are sys-tematic in nature. It also helps establish the product reliability as well. For example, there might be anarea conversion for a TDDB model based on the number of transistors in a product vis-a-vis a gate oxidetest structure.Another key element of the knowledge-based qualification process is accelerated stress testing. Theaccelerated test serves as a bridge between the data in a lab stress and the customer’s application. Thisapproach can work in a straightforward manner when there is linear acceleration. This occurs when thefailure mechanisms are the same at stress and use conditions. One simply multiplies by an accelerationfactor to obtain the mean time to fail, or some other percentage value. Some common variables includetemperature, voltage, and mechanical stress like thermal cycling. One should watch for signs of wearout,as these are important to ascertain the nature of the failures.Another key element of the knowledge-based qualification process is accelerated stress testing. Theaccelerated test serves as a bridge between the data in a lab stress and the customer’s application. Thisapproach can work in a straightforward manner when there is linear acceleration. This occurs when thefailure mechanisms are the same at stress and use conditions. One simply multiplies by an accelerationfactor to obtain the mean time to fail, or some other percentage value. Some common variables includetemperature, voltage, and mechanical stress like thermal cycling. One should watch for signs of wearout,as these are important to ascertain the nature of the failures.

Figure 4. (Left) An example of a notional accelerated stress.(Right) An example showing placement of data with both voltage and temperature acceleration.Once a model is characterized on a test structure or test chip, the engineers need to develop a trans-formation to a product-based model. The challenge here is which distribution to use. Projections to lowerfailure rates are always difficult, because the distribution models can diverge dramatically from high fail-ure rates to very low failure rates. Next, there is the issue of early life failures, or infant mortality failures,versus end of life, or wearout failures. Some wearout mechanisms are well accelerated during high tem-perature over life tests, like TDDB and bias temperature instability. Other mechanisms, like electromigra-
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tion, may not be accelerated properly with HTOL. Furthermore, circuit layout rules work to mitigate theeffects of some mechanisms, so they will not contribute significantly to product reliability. Many engi-neers will simply run a single set of tests, and calculate both the early life failure rate and the average fail-ure rate from the same distribution by dividing the cumulative distribution function by the number of usehours.We need to understand though that the estimated failure rate at use conditions in the field will not beconstant. The failure rate tends to decrease through the useful product life. However, with an exponentialfailure rate, the rate is defined as constant. If you decide to use a burn-in to model field failure rates, theinfant mortality failures need to be removed, or otherwise the data has censoring problems. One can de-fine two different levels or time scales, one for the infant mortality failures, and another for the use lifefailures, to deal with this situation. Here we show an example of this approach where we use 8760 hoursfor infant mortality failures and 40,000 hours for use life failures.Here is an example of data from both temperature acceleration, and voltage acceleration. The time tofailure at use conditions is in magenta, while the time to failure under temperature acceleration is shownis blue, and the time to failure under voltage acceleration is shown in green.

Figure 5. An example dataset for a modern integrated circuit.A part is considered qualified when all of the qualification objectives are met. These can be standardsbased, or knowledge-based objectives. If they’re not met, then one needs to define a reliability and/ormanufacturing screening strategy to remove potential failures from the population. Second, one might de-fine a product guardband strategy to ensure that a mechanism does not proceed far enough to causeproduct failures. This strategy will need to be validated through testing to demonstrate that it is effective.If the strategy is deemed effective, and your customer agrees on the strategy, then one can qualify theproduct with these additional screens and guardbands.Let’s briefly turn our attention back to standards based qualification. This is a common approach, andis still used widely in the industry. There are four major standards-based qualification processes used in
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the industry. The United States Military uses MIL-STD 883 for qualification. JEDEC, the Joint Electron De-vice Engineering Council, developed JESD47, a stress-based qualification standard. The Automotive Elec-tronics Council has a standard for qualification, and Zentralverband Elektrotechnik- undElektronikindustrie (ZVEI), or the Central Association of Electrical and Electronics Industry in Germany,also has a qualification standard that is used for some European electronics systems, including automo-tive systems. Several of these standards are discussed in our Online Training System.These are some common types of qualification used in the semiconductor industry. They includeMIL-STD 883 for military and space applications, JEDEC JESD47 for stress driven qualification, andJESD34 for failure mechanism-driven qualification. JESD34 is no longer in active use. Scientists atSEMAT-CH proposed the idea of knowledge-based qualification in 2000. The Automotive ElectronicsCouncil, or AEC, released its failure mechanism-based stress test qualification for packaged ICs known asAEC-Q100 back in 2007. It is used widely in automotive applications. In conclusion, we introduced the subject of qualification. This is a very broad area, involving numer-ous tests, standards, and approaches. For more information on this topic, we encourage the reader to con-sider our new Product Qualification Course, or accessing Product Qualification materials in our OnlineTraining Website.
Technical TidbitGate First vs. Gate LastAt the leading edge, most companies have now made the transition to Hi-K/metal gate CMOStechnologies. A more subtle distinction less understood is the distinction between “Gate First” and “GateLast” technologies. You may have read articles that mention “Gate First” or “Gate Last”, but what exactlydoes that mean? Well, we will try to clear that up in this brief article. “Gate First” typically refers to thedielectric layers being deposited prior to the formation of the sidewall spacers, while “Gate Last” refers tothe dielectric layers being deposited after the formation of the spacers. Some companies use the term“Replacement Gate” for “Gate Last” or for when they etch the gate structure but leave a portion of the gatestack intact. In a “Gate First” scenario, process engineers deposit the interlayer oxide, followed by the Hi-K dielectric, and the metal gate. Most technologies employing gate first then use a polysilicon-cappinglayer. Early on, engineers experimented with nickel to create a fully silicided poly region or FUSI (FullySilicided) structure, but they no longer pursue this approach due to difficulties with silicide phases anddifficult threshold voltage (VT) adjustments. Afterwards, they deposit and etch the dielectric that formsthe sidewall spacers.

http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/webinars/esd-design
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In a “Gate Last” scenario, process engineers deposit the interlayer oxide, followed by the Hi-Kdielectric, the metal gate, and lastly, the polysilicon cap. They then form the sidewall spacers using theinitial structure. After forming the sidewall spacers, process engineers have two options. They can etchaway a portion of the gate, leaving just the Hi-K and metal gate layers, or they can remove the entire stackdown to the silicon substrate. Once they remove the stack, they re-deposit the layers. In the structure onthe right, we show a sequence where the Hi-K/metal gate structure grows on the vertical edge of thesidewall structure, followed by a polysilicon cap or PC gap fill to complete the structure.The main advantage of “Gate First” is its conventional process flow. This leads to lower costs.Unfortunately, this approach requires a large thermal budget for deposition and annealing. It is difficult toadjust the VT of the transistors, and interface problems create mobility degradation and reliability issueswith thin effective oxide thicknesses. The “Gate Last” approach uses a lower thermal budget, and canamplify the stress induced by the silicon-germanium source/drain regions. This leads to increasedmobility and performance. Unfortunately the complexity is high, which leads to higher costs. Also, thestructure requires more restricted design rules due to problems like CMP dishing.

Ask the Experts

Q: My sample appears to have a burned-in rectangle after I image it for a
period in the SEM. What is happening?

A: Several things come to mind. I would examine the problems in this order. One,your sample might simply be charging. This can happen if you image a dielectriclayer with a higher accelerating voltage for some time. If you remove the samplefrom the chamber, put it back in, and the rectangle is gone. This is likely what'shappening. Two, the problem could be due to sample preparation. If you don't getthe surface completely clean, it is possible for the electron beam to charge a residuelayer, or polymerize a residue layer, creating this burn-in effect. To correct thisproblem, try performing ion beam milling. The oxygen or argon bombardment willremove the residue layer, eliminating this problem. Gatan and other manufacturerssell equipment that can do this. And three, the problem could be due to roughingpump failure. As a roughing pump fails, oil can potentially backstream into thechamber and on to the sample surface. This can be corrected by rebuilding orreplacing the roughing pump.
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Spotlight on our Courses: EOS, ESD, and How to DifferentiateFailure analysts must deal quite often with electrical overstress and electrostatic discharge failures.Quite often, engineers ask us how we can differentiate between the two mechanisms. While it is notalways possible to do so, we have put together a two-day course that discusses this topic in depth. If youare interested in attending this course, or if you are interested in having this course as an in-house coursefor your staff, please feel free to contact us at (505) 858-0454, or at info@semitracks.com.OVERVIEWElectrical Overstress (EOS) and Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) account for most of the field failuresobserved in the electronics industry. Although EOS and ESD damage can at times look quite similar toeach other, the source each and the solution can be quite different. Therefore, it is important to be able todistinguish between the two mechanisms. The semiconductor industry needs knowledgeable engineersand scientists to understand these issues. EOS, ESD, and How to Differentiate is a two-day course thatoffers detailed instruction on EOS, ESD and how to distinguish between them. This course is designed forevery manager, engineer, and technician concerned with EOS, ESD, analyzing field returns, determiningimpact, and developing mitigation techniques.Participants learn to develop the skills to determine what constitutes a good ESD design, how torecognize devices that can reduce ESD susceptibility, and how to design new ESD structures for a varietyof technologies.1. Overview of the EOS Failure Mechanism. Participants learn the fundamentals of EOS, the physicsbehind overstress conditions, test equipment, sources of EOS, and the results of failure.2. Overview of the ESD Failure Mechanism. Participants learn the fundamentals of ESD, the physicsbehind overstress conditions, test equipment, test protocols, and the results of failure.3. ESD Circuit Design Issues. Participants learn how designers develop circuits to protect against ESDdamage. This includes MOSFETs, diodes, off-chip driver circuits, receiver circuits, and power clamps.4. How to Differentiate. Participants learn how to tell the difference between EOS and ESD. They learnhow to simulate damage and interpret pulse widths, amplitudes and polarity.COURSE OBJECTIVES1. The seminar will provide participants with an in-depth understanding of electrical overstress, themodels used for EOS, and the manifestation of the mechanism. 2. Participants will understand the ESD failure mechanism, test structures, equipment, and testingmethods used to achieve robust ESD resistance in today’s components.3. The seminar will identify the major issues associated with ESD, and explain how they occur, how theyare modeled, and how they are mitigated.4. Participants will be able to identify basic ESD structures and how they are used to help reduce ESDsusceptibility on semiconductor devices.5. Participants will be able to distinguish between EOS and ESD when performing a failure analysis.6. Participants will be able to estimate a pulse width, pulse amplitude, and determine the polarity of anEOS or ESD event.
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGYBy using a combination of instruction by lecture, written text material, problem solving andquestion/answer sessions, participants will learn practical approaches to the failure analysis process.From the very first moments of the seminar until the last sentence of the training, the drivinginstructional factor is application. We use instructors who are internationally recognized experts in theirfields that have years of experience (both current and relevant) in this field. The course notes offerdozens of pages of additional reference material the participants can use back at their daily activities.COURSE OUTLINE
Day 11. Introductiona. Terms and Definitionsb. ESD Fundamentalsc. EOS Fundamentals2. Electrical Overstress Device Physicsa. Sources of EOSb. EOS Modelsc. Electrothermal Physics3. Electrostatic Discharge Device Physicsa. ESD Modelsb. ESD Testing and Qualificationc. ESD Failure Criteriad. Electrothermal Physicse. Electrostatic Discharge FailureModelsf. Semiconductor Devices and ESDModelsg. Latchup4. EOS Issues in Manufacturinga. Charging Associated with Equipmenti. Testersii. Automated HandlingEquipmentiii. Soldering Ironsb. Charge Board Eventsc. Cable Discharge Eventsd. Ground Loops/Faulty Wiringe. Voltage Differentials due to HighCurrentf. Event Detection

Day 25. ESD Protection Methodsa. Semiconductor Process Methodsb. MOSFET Designc. Diode Designd. Off-Chip Driverse. Receiver Networksf. Power Clamps6. Differentiating Between EOS and ESDa. EOS Manifestationb. ESD Manifestationc. Circuit considerationsi. Chip levelii. System leveld. Simulating ESDe. Simulating EOS6. Question and Answer Period
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Visit Semitracks at booth 511 at the

38th International Symposium
for Testing and Failure Analysis™

November 11 – 15

Phoenix Convention Center • Phoenix, Arizona

Stop by and see us!

http://www.asminternational.org/content/Events/istfa
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Upcoming Courses(Click on each item for details)
Failure and Yield AnalysisAugust 27 – 30, 2012 (Mon – Thur)San Jose, California

Interconnect Process IntegrationSeptember 6 – 7, 2012 (Thur – Fri)Penang, Malaysia
IC Packaging MetallurgyOctober 15 – 16, 2012 (Mon – Tue)Singapore
IC Packaging MetallurgyOctober 18 – 19, 2012 (Thur – Fri)Melaka, Malaysia

Semiconductor ReliabilityOctober 22, 2012 (Mon)Singapore
EOS, ESD and How to DifferentiateNovember 7 – 8, 2012 (Wed – Thur)San Jose, California

Polymers in Electronics/FTIRNovember 7 – 8, 2012 (Wed – Thur)San Jose, CaliforniaUpcoming Webinars(Click on each item for details)
Acoustic MicroscopyOctober 8, 2012 (Mon) • 11:00 a.m. EDT
X-Ray RadiographyOctober 8, 2012 (Mon) • 11:00 a.m. EDT

Critical Topics ESD/Latchup DesignNovember 19, 2012 (Mon) • 11:00 a.m. EST

FeedbackIf you have a suggestion or a comment regarding our courses, onlinetraining, discussion forums, or reference materials, or if you wish tosuggest a new course or location, please call us at 1-505-858-0454 orEmail us (info@semitracks.com).To submit questions to the Q&A section, inquire about an article, orsuggest a topic you would like to see covered in the next newsletter,please contact Jeremy Henderson by Email(jeremy.henderson@semitracks.com).We are always looking for ways to enhance our courses and educationalmaterials.~For more information on Semitracks online training or public courses,visit our web site!http://www.semitracks.com
To post, read, or answer a question, visit our forums.

We look forward to hearing from you!

http://training.semitracks.com/forums
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/webinars/esd-design
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/webinars/x-ray-radiography
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/webinars/acoustic-microscopy
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/en/courses/public-courses/packaging/polymers-and-ftir
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/public-courses/analysis/eos-esd-and-how-to-differentiate
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/en/courses/public-courses/reliability/semiconductor-reliability
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/public-courses/packaging/ic-packaging-metallurgy
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/public-courses/packaging/ic-packaging-metallurgy
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/courses/public-courses/processing/interconnect-process-integration
http://www.semitracks.com/index.php/en/courses/public-courses/analysis/failure-and-yield-analysis
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